CHEF350LUX-N
____________________

35 liters multi-function mini-oven catalyse Catalysis Black and
Silver
A neat aesthetic, rounded angles, quality materials, the mini-oven CHEF350N is a must-have for those who want to
conciliate lack of space and love for food.

Technical specifications ...
A high quality pledge in your kitchen...
No matter if you have to prepare a great feast or just warm
your food during your eating break, the mini-oven
CHEF350LUX-N is your best ally when it comes to cook
! Roasts, gratins, pies and roast chickens... You can cook
everything as in a built-in oven !Irrespective of the chosen
function, you obtain a quality cooking every time.

A multi-functions mini-oven...
Multifunction, you can use it in natural convection with grill
and sole, or with the rotating heat, thanks to its ventilation, a
uniform and fast distribution of the heat is made in the oven.
The thermostat of the oven is adjustable until 230° and the
timer until 60 minutes. A better insulation thanks to its double
glazed door ; it allows a faster heating while decreasing
strongly the heat of the outisde window. The oven with
catalysis is cleaned by itself. It is protected with a porous
enamel which destroys the fat particles. This cleaning is made
during the cooked, until the temperature is up to 200°. When
the cooking is ended, you only have to wipe with a sponge
from time to time. The roasting spit allows to roast big pieces
of meat (until 3kg), returning the poultry or the meat even
more pleasant to the sight and to the taste, delicious as a
matter of fact !

EAN code: 5420046412271
Installation mode: Free standing
Color: Noir
control type: Mechanical control
Oven type: Multi-fonctions Chaleur brassée électrique
Oven fuel: Electric
Oven cavity: Self-cleaning by catalysis
Oven volume: 35l
Cavity dimension (HxWxD) cm: 23.5x35x31
Details: Inner light
Standard accessories: Grill pan, Spit
Oven power: 1850W
Brutto weight (kg): 13.9kg
Net weight (kg): 10kg
product dimensions (HxLxD) in cm: 34x53.6X41.5
Gross dimensions (HxLxD) in cm: 40.8x59.8x47
Quantity per container: 585
Standards: CE A13, EK 1
Brand: Brandy Best
AGEC DEEE: FR007086_05URQK
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